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Derive the differential equation of equilibrium in terms of displacement
components for plane stress problem in the presence of body forces.
Explain plane stress and plane strain with examples.

OR
What is Airy's stress function? Discuss the application of stress lunction approach
for solving of two dimensional bending problems.
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Starting fi'om fundamentals, derive the expression for lroop and radial stresses for a L2
rotating hollow disc.

OR
Starting from a suitable stress function for an axially symmetric problem, derive L2
Lame's expression for radial and hoop stresses in a thick cylinder sub.iected to
internal fluid pressure P1 and external pressure P0.

Obtain the relationship between three elastic modr-rli for plane stress problem.

Determine the stress components and sketch their variation in a region included y:o,
y:d and x: 0 on the side is positive. For the given stress function:

-r'
$=ar*yr(3d-2y)

OR

Show that ' 
: n.tl*" - #1 ! *v' is a stress function and hence determine the

expressions for o'x , oy and rxy.

A point P in a body is given by below, Determine the total stress, normal stress and
shear stress on a plane which is equally inclined to all the three axes.
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OR

The state of stress at a point is given by lbllowing stress tensor. Calculate the stress
invariants, magnitude and direction of principal stresses.
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9 Derive the governing equation and the boundary for non-circular section subjected to L2 lzp'4
torque load

OR
10 Explain the membrane analogy, applied to a narrow rectangular section. L2 lzN4^
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